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Trans-Video needed a
troubleshooting tool that would reduce their truck rolls.

TruVizion provided 

Transvideo with the ability to 

quickly and efficiently diagnose 

customer issues in their network.



Trans-video

Reduce truck rolls
T R A NS-V IDEO’S T ROUBLESHOOTING A ND NE T WORK V ISIBILIT Y NEEDED 

GRE AT ER ACCUR ACY.  W E PROV IDED T HEM WIT H A ROBUS T DIAGNOS TIC NE T WORK .

THE CHALLENGE
As the first cable system in Vermont and one of the oldest in New England, 
small, independent Trans-Video had limited resources for maintaining their 
network and keeping their subscribers up and running. When subscribers 
called in with a problem, their standard procedure was to roll a truck, 
always an expensive proposition. Troubleshooting issues was an exercise 
in trial and error by reading a meter and changing settings to see results, 
if any. Troubleshooting in a subscriber’s home was frustrating as often the 
problem was not in the home but actually a neighborhood problem.  And the 
only way to actually diagnose the issue was by relying on other customers 
in the same neighborhood to call in with the same problem. The plan: find 
a diagnostics tool that would expand the scope of troubleshooting, reduce 
truck rolls and lower operating costs. 

To help achieve that goal, Trans-Video selected ZCorum to set up and 
deploy Truvizion diagnostics software on Trans-Video’s network. 

The reasoning, according to George Goodrich, President and CEO of Trans-
Video: “We researched other solutions but it was a major factor for us that 
ZCorum and its development and support teams are all located in the US.  
And colleagues that use other tools said they wished they had TruVizion 
instead. 

THE SOLUTION
ZCorum took on the task of deploying TruVizion diagnostics and 
provisioning on Trans-Video’s network. The robust solution effectively 
displayed a geographic view of their network along with the status of 
customer premise equipment. This allowed Trans Video to easily identify 
where and what type of problems were occurring. The built-in historical 
data, post-install reports and code word error diagnostics aided in 
determining if the origin of impairment was a subscriber issue, a cable 
modem problem or a system issue, eliminating much of the former 
guesswork in identifying the cause of the subscriber problems. 

TruVizion technology was also augmented by implementing the companion 
mobile app, TechVizion, which dramatically improved the company’s ability 
to detect issues directly from the field. For example, during Vermont’s 
heavy winter weather, field technicians are able to check diagnostics and 
test modems from anywhere, whether checking equipment in deep snow 
or high up a pole repairing a bad connection. This effectively eliminates 
the need to call the home office or visit the customer’s home to check the 
status of the repair.

the results
Shortly after deploying TruVizion and transforming their network visibility 
and troubleshooting capabilities, Trans-Video saw tangible results. They 
could respond more quickly to calls which improved the satisfaction level 
of their subscribers. In addition it reduced the number of truck rolls, saving 
countless hours of staff time and operating costs. Quality of service, time 
to repair and customer satisfaction has all improved steadily year over year.

Each and every day we put TruVizion to the test and it 

works flawlessly. Almost every single time I am able to 

diagnose a problem quickly and efficiently. I can’t begin to 

describe how important TruVizion is for our company.

George Goodrich
President and Ceo of trans-video
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Goodrich said, “Each and every day we put TruVizion to the test and 
it works flawlessly. Almost every single time I am able to diagnose a 
problem quickly and efficiently. I can’t begin to describe how important 
TruVizion is for our company.”

The TruVizion solution had a big impact on Trans-Video’s bottom line by 
changing some of their troubleshooting into a digital based process and 
reducing truck rolls. Based on the successful results, Trans-Video can 
sharpen its focus on its core competency—providing an outstanding 
experience to their subscribers.

“Since deploying TruVizion I would     
estimate that we’ve reduced our 
truck rolls by 50%, which is huge!”

ReDUCE 
truck

rolls
       BOTTOM LINE
ZCorum provided Trans-Video with TruVizion, its state of the art modem diagnostics software solution. The 
software has accelerated the time to repair for customer issues, and has reduced Trans-Video’s truck rolls 
by fifty percent, ensuring Trans-Video’s continued high level of customer satisfaction in a highly competitive 
market. The tool is considered absolutely critical in keeping their system up and running and their customers 
happy.



Click here to read 
how Fidelity used 
TruVizion to 
consolidate their
network management.

Click here to read 
how WEHCO 
smoothly transitioned
to TruVizion from 
another provider.

Click here to read 
Using the CMTS to 
Find Return Path 
Ingress in DOCSIS 
Cable Plants.

Click here to read 
DOCSIS codeword 
errors and their effect 
on RF Impairments.

Click here to read 
The End of IPv4? A 
Service Provider‘s 
Guide to Transitioning 
from IPv4 to IPv6.
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